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INTRODUCTION
This creation is an interactive threedimensional cartoon which explores a new
dramaturgy through contemporary visual
and stage mediums. In this sense, the
project proposes the coexistence between
exhibition and narrative.
It is a work that barges into reality and
fiction, between the identity of the character and the actress-performer.
It is a work that speaks about beauty in the
darkness and the indulgence of love.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Dark Beauty, a Love story is a work
conceived scenically in an interactive
exhibition format.
It is a multidisciplinary dramaturgy that
through different languages: still image
(photography) and in motion (video
imagery); text (written on paper and
spoken by audio), physical action; sound
and light, in a space conceived as a path,
presents a personal and symbolic visual
experience. A work where form and
content enlarge and reinforce themselves.
A piece that invites the spectator to interact
with the work by proposing the
manufacture of their own travel through
making choices that are sent by remote
control. As a consequence, images appear
determined by the choices that configure
their own story, a kind of “Chose your own
history” (as in classic 80’s books).
A mechanism from which a secret is shared,
whispered or shouted; an intimate
experience; a love story.
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SYNOPSIS
Dark Beauty, a Love story shows women's bodies indulged by love. Sophisticated
women's bodies who in their effort for perfection are between life and lifelessness;
between human and mannequin.
Up to what point can one abandon oneself losing their own identity?
Up to what point can one abandon oneself for love?
Up to what point can the other occupy us? How far can we allow it?
Up to what point can the surrender mean: Do whatever you want with my body?
Up to what point do you think you can say: Do whatever you want to me?
From these questions, concepts explored are: surrender, disconnection of being oneself,
giving, forgetfulness, identity, election, domination, power, abuse, emotional blackmail,
renunciation, subjection, abnegation, handover, abandonment, possession, sacrifice…
The topic suggested by the piece: up to what point someone can surrender for love,
alludes to a couple in love. It is a story led by two people referring to the content: fiction
between the spectator and the protagonist; but also referring to the shape: the relation
between the spectator and the work.
To be between the self and the other is a debate of life or death of your own self and, at
the same time, the only place for this woman to exist, while she enjoys playing with you
as you are watching her.
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OBJETIVOS DE LA CREACIÓN
Dark Beauty, a Love story creates bridges between visual art, stage art, performance, new
dramaturgies, installation and exhibition. It is an interdisciplinary work that intends to
transgress theatrical and exhibition conventions, in the coexistence of languages. It has the
objective of using different channels, facilitating distinct forms of receiving the message.
Using the particularities of those languages to enrich the intentionality and the reception of
the work. A multidisciplinary tale that offers different stories at the same time, giving the
spectator the possibility to interact and generate the story.
Dark Beauty, a Love story is a proposal to live a love story where each one has to decide
what is going to happen to the protagonist. Decisions design the evolution of the love story,
at the same time as the chosen path and the work itself are defined.
The spectator begins this path in front of the first picture. The spectator possesses an audio
player and headphones to listen to the recorded voice talking in first-person. It is the voice
of the woman in the picture speaking to the spectator. In this way, an intimate relationship
between the spectator and the protagonist is established and continues through the whole
itinerary.
The objective of the piece is to seek the identification of the spectator, provoking the
illusion of playing the lead inside the story. Becoming the antagonist, he or she will have to
choose what is going to happen to the protagonist in and outside of the pictures, as she
speaks in the process of her surrender to love.
This project involves the collaboration of professionals from the fields of photography,
video, film and theater. For my part, it means the continuation of seeking my own forms of
expression and writing from the inside of this frame of new scenic forms. The project
explores the relationship between the stage and the visual arts; inquiring into the writing of
a new dramaturgy, into the coexistence between different languages and theatrical
conventions, building the transition into another kind of stage practice, performance and
visual art, that constitute the process of evolution of the contemporary scene.
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METHODOLOGY
Dark Beauty, a Love story arises from a
personal necessity to tell a story through
new formats. Given my experience in
performing arts with predilection for the
visual arts, I had the desire to increase my
own parameters, open the theatrical
possibilities to non conventional spaces and
new conceptions. Looking for the way to
push the spectator in direct relation with the
work and seeking a wider audience
interested in this approach.
In this way appears the idea of combining image and narrative such as in a cartoon.
Instead of having as the basis the work on paper and concieving it from a scenic
perspective, it has the particularity that the basis is the space and consequently the idea
of the exhibition arises and the cartoon becomes three dimensional.
Cartoon vignettes, presented in photography and video, mark a path in the space which
has to be traversed by the spectator. This itinerary offers five possible stories, creating the
illusion in the spectator that they are choosing their own story. Still and moving image are
the precepts from which I depart that centralizes the work in the composition and in the
elaboration of the image.
The treatment done on the still images (photography) proposes a work of textures that
consists in taking pictures of projected and elaborated images on different materials
(feathers, sand, large grains of salt) as well as superimposing other layers. The result is a
new still image with volume and texture in its interior.
The objective of this approach is to reinforce the content and the dramatic intention of
the work in its form; but also to empower the image to speak what cannot be stated. To
create disturbing and suggestive images that stimulate the imagination of the spectator.
The experience of the installation is accompanied and guided through sonic content in
the different photographs and videos that comprise the exhibition.
Users bring with them different audio players customized with sensors that play different
clips according to the photographs that the visitor chooses in the space. The system
reacts by rfid to a TAG transmitter with each of the photographs exhibited, playing an
audio clip synchronized with the corresponding photograph. The audio player points out
which are the options of the following photographs to visit, and the spectator creates
their own narrative line.
Each one of the players is independent and reacts uniquely to the code of each
photograph. The players incorporate SD memory cards where different audio clips (in
different languages) are located.
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DOCUMENTARY MATERIAL
LITERATURE

El postporno era eso by Maria Llopis

THEATER

Stage director: Gisele Vienne

FILM

Irreversible director Gaspar Noé
Scarfcae director Brian de Palma
Desayuno con diamantes director Blake Edwards
Terciopelo azul (Blue velvet) David Lynch
Mulholland Drive David Lynch
More Things That Happened David Lynch

PHOTOGRAPHY

Steven Klein
Francesca Woodman
Chadwyck Tyler
Margaret Durow

INTERVIEWS AND QUESTIONNAIRES

Ten people will be chosen to participate during the process of creation; by using the
website nurialegarda.com, visual material will be given which will include questions that
they will answer under a pseudonym.
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ARTISTIC CREDITS
Concept, creation, direction and interpretation
Nuria Legarda
Photography Javier Vega
Video production José Luis Guerin (to be confirmed)
Music (to be confirmed)
Make up Mary Jo
Hairstyle Lucho
Sound design Ramón Ciércoles
Light design Raimon Rius
Electronics and softwaree Álex Posada
Technical director Ramón Rey
Collaborating artists Leo Castro, Sandra Monclús y
Magda Puyo
Press and communication Marc Gall
Production Eteri (Montse Prat y Txell Felip)
Graphic design Anna Escurriola
Translation Maria Arnal, Daniel Zippi

With the collaboration of:

Special thanks: loscorderos.sc i Antiga&Barbuda;
Carlos Montosa, Mateu Pascual, Maria Reyes,
Charlotte Chadwick, María Armengol…
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BIOGRAPHY
NURIA LEGARDA (Pamplona 1973).
Creator and director of new scenic languages;
actress, dancer and performer. Choreographer,
coach and teacher.
Trained in music and dance, she found in theater
the place where both disciplines could coexist.
Progressively she continued amplifying her
vision, widening the theater language with
installation and audiovisual arts.
Certificated in Dramatic Art, studied in Institut
del Teatre of Barcelona; under a scholarship
from the Government of Navarra, she received
a diploma in Musical Education in the University
of La Rioja. She did musical studies Medium
grade (plan 66) Cello in the Conservatorio Sarasate
de Pamplona. Trained in classical and contemporary dance in the Escuela del Gobierno
de Navarra and in different techniques of corporal awareness (Alexander Technique;
Anatomy for movement, Grinberg, Teacher of Hatha-Yoga…). Under a scholarship from
the Generalitat de Catalunya continued her studies of physical theater with the
company Théâtre du Mouvement and worked with the co – directors Yves Marc and
Claire Heggen, in Paris. She studied with Cia. Pina Bausch, Joseph Nadj, Andrés
Corchero, Mal Pelo, Tomeo Verges, Video dance Nuria Font, Lipi Hernandez…
Continued her acting training with Javier Daulte, and with Gabriela Izcovich,
Alejandro Masi, y Silvina Sabater between Barcelona and Buenos Aires. She
participated in Rendez-vous avec l’Espagne Festival MiRA! in the Centre de
Développement Chorégraphique (CDN Toulouse) with the choreographers Tomas
Aragay, Olga Mesa, Cesc Gelabert, Sam Louwick and Heddy Maalem.
She work as a performer with artists such as Marcel·li Antúnez; Javier Daulte, Franco
di Francescantonio, Joan Baixas, the illustrator Mariscal “Colors” among others…In
dance companies such as Senza Tempo and in the visual theater with Comediants. In
film El Dibuixant by Marcelí Antúnez, Lazos Rotos by Miquel García Borda. In television
“Operación Triunfo” teacher of the Academia OT, daily serial “El Cor de la ciutat” TV3. She
coached actors in films “Escalofrío” directed by Isidro Ortiz, “El provador de les coses”
directed by Oriol Ferrer; and also coached singers such as Lidia Pujol (Barcelona). She
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created choreographies and was an assistant director for theatrical works with Carol
López, Toni Casares, Magda Puyo, Javier Daulte, Jordi Faura, Pere Riera, Marta
Buchaca, Roberto Romei...
Since 2002, she has been developing her own teaching and research work regarding
movement and performance. Chief of the Department of body and dance of the Escuela
Nova Eolia, teacher in Institut del Teatre of Barcelona. She directed and created “Ven, que
te cuento” (2002), “El día que cambié a mi padre por 2 peces de colores” (2004);
“Nosotros y vosotros” (2008) with students in Institut del Teatre. “Mira, qué cuadrilla!”
(2006) Escuela Navarra de Teatro. Her first original work “Allá voy!” her master Project.
In her search for the new contemporary theater and the coexistence of languages,
she created the association N NARANJA. She produces Claim Your Place I+P (2010), La
Cena (2008) which wins the award of Proyectos de Escenifcación of Institut del Teatre
and was Nominated for the Premis Butaca of Cinema and Teatre de Catalunya and
Écumes (2006).
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NURIA LEGARDA’S EXPERIENCE
There creates the association N NARANJA (2005) concerning the search of the multidisciplinary
scene; the game between the theatre, the body and the audio-visual language.
It´s produces CLAIM YOUR PLACE I+P
(Instalación + Performance). Creation and
diretion Nuria Legarda. Co produced by
Centre d’Arts Escèniques de Terrassa (CAET),
Centre d’Arts Escèniques Reus (CAER).
Residences of creation: Nu2s Catalunya,
Topia Art Center USA, Fàbrica de Creació de
les Arts en Viu Ca l´Estruch a Sabadell. With
the support of: Institut Ramon Llull
Catalunya, Consulado General de España en
New York. With the collaboration of:
Consell Nacional de la Cultura i de les Arts.
LA CENA (2008-2009), a TEXT / DANCE /
VIDEO show which won the Institut del
Teatre Staging Projects award (2008). Also
nominated at the Catalunya Film and Theatre Premios De Butaca(2009). Creation and
direction: Nuria Legarda. Dramaturgy by
Nuria Legarda and Carles Mallol.
Co-produced by Temporada Alta. With the
support of: Institut Català de les Industries
Culturals, Ajuntament de Sabadell l’Estruch,
Ajuntament del Prat de Llobregat i Sala
Beckett de Barcelona.
ÈCUMES (2006-2007) is a DANCE / PUPPET /
OBJECT / VISUAL THEATRE / VIDEO show
inspired in the work of Boris Vian Écumes de
Jours. Creation and interpretation by Paulo
Duarte and Nuria Legarda. Coproduced by N
Naranja (Barcelona), Pseudonymo (France)
with the support of the Generalitat de
Catalunya
(Catalunya’s
Autonomous
Government), Festival Internacional Festival
of Visual Theatre and Puppets (Barcelona),
ORCCA, Espace Peripherique La Villette,
Festival Mira!(Francia), O Espaço do Tempo,
FIMFA (Portugal)
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PRESS – COMPILATION OF ARTICLES ABOUT
NURIA LEGARDA’S WORKS
CLAIM YOUR PLACE I+P 2010
“With her naked torso and in leather boots the ballerina exposes herself to the
public and begins her energic dance. The sound of the performance is, in
addition to Legarda's choreography, what allows the spectator undertake the
sensorial trip wich is suggested. A fulfiled aim "The difficult thing is to create
proposals which are able get to the audience” Lourdes Capdevila spectator."
(Guillén Tarragó Diari of Terrasa)

Nuria Legarda offers the spectator the chance to walk around an opened space
to meditation. The labyrinth, the installation, becomes itself into a place for
research: that of the artist, who gives expression to her worries about human
savagery (with the 20th century wars as a background theme), but that,
paradoxically, is done from a plastic work based on textures, color, light and
the videoproyección, not aggressive at all, but from making an appeal to a
pleasant observation of whom walks through a forest, surrounded by the
sounds and the sensations we would find in nature. Later, the intervention or
Legarda's performance is completely honest, it appeals to the feeling of anger
or of impotence through the fragility and strength of the actress’ naked body.
The repetitive and obsessive movement of the actress-dancer, her furious
march from soldier -army, is a good summarizing exercise through gesture. An
image remains in the retina: the woman wrapped in the material where before
we were passing, broken, headless, the body’s beauty contrasting with the
military boots, in the middle of the diminished enviornment. An intense, delicate and daring work at the same time.
(Ricard Gázquez The director BCN)

What toughness you released at the TNT performance!! And slightly more...
Your presence didn’t leave anybody indifferent, such a look, such physicality... A
very coherent and humble piece of work. I was shocked to the core with your
movement, it emerged from the remotest depths in you. Congratulations
(Jaume Sangrà Armengol BCN actor)

Fantastic!!! Congratulations!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
(Isabel Codina Massanés IMed BCN website)
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LA CENA 2008
“...that a relatively young actress such as Nuria
Legarda has not completely abandoned herself to
more or less comfortable acting jobs and has the
passion to investigate and experiment in contemporary theatre with an oblique vision. That is why it
is so laudable that The Dinner is a sensitive, intelligent, visually delicious and technically impeccable
production...”
(review in the Diari de Girona, Jordi Sala, 26-10-08)

“…the thought behind the staging consists in
the combination of diverse narrative languages (dramatic text, dance, minimalist movement, pre-recorded images), as a result of the
conviction that every story must look for and
find its own means of expression, and that
these become clear as the narration progresses. The idea is welcome, such as the techncal
displayed by the performers are...”
(review in the Diari de Girona, Jordi Sala,
26-10-08)
“…The act of laying or clearing the table calls
for a studied choreography of oriental inspiration, while the visual aspect is resolved by an
installation where the arrangement of the
subjects in innovative chromatic and spatial
associations provides the performance with a
dimension full of humour and freshness...”
(review in Avui Newspaper, Francesc Massip,
20-11-08)
“...there is a constant stylization of violence
and an aestheticization of perversity... the text
is full of silences and information gaps which
are situated at the same level as the audiovisual image... and the pictorial composition is
obtained through the use of light and objects.“
(review in Avui Newspaper, Francesc Massip,
20-11-08)

“…La Cena is an exquisit combination of theatre and dance. The subtlety of the dance joins to the
stranght of the dramaturgy to create a tense atmosphere which seems to defy a spectator unable to
prove to be indifferent. I am astonished by the capacity of the director, Nuria Legarda, to reveal the
fragile feelings the prominent figures across the movement and the dance (extremely subjective
matter) and that the spectator is able to catch at all time the essence of this Dinner (or this anti-dinner,
as the own Legarda would say). The play is an interiorización of each character, which implies surrendering to one’s incoherences, irrationalities, fears... But don’t be afraid, because it is impossible to get
lost inside this show. ”
(El Blog de las Odiseas, Manel Haro, 17-11-08)
“…Plays like this make everyone feel a great passion for theatre and dance. Blessed the whole team
which has worked at La Cena. ”
(El Blog de las Odiseas, Manel Haro, 17-11-08)
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ÉCUMES 2006
“Ecumes, of Paulo Duarte y Núria Legarda, was a captivating piece of work where the actress and
dancer builds a torn doll, drunk by shades, the nudity of which strolled along by a shy acrobat, while a
moving chair expressed worry its legs, patience, agitation or confusion and where a few blinds were
following the pace with opening and closing brochures. Puppets, objects, projections were called in the
show presided by a few glass doors with broken windows which everyone brushed to heal the glass’s
wounds. Simply magnetic, charming. “
Francesc Massip [Published in Scenic Studies. Notebooks of the
Institute of the Theatre, 32 TARDOR DE 2007]: pàgs. 207-219
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Contact
yo@nurialegarda.com
www.nurialegarda.com

Production
prat.eteri@gmail.com
txfelip.eteri@gmail.com
www.eteri.es/web/es/serveis

